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Recently, the rise of the new cultural history provide a new perspective for us to
study the local chronicles. Zunyifu records in Daoguang was produced by the local
literati who had the Dynasty knowledge system. All of the knowledge, values,
standpoint of the producers, local officials, general mood of society, dynasty’s policies
contribute to the success of the local records’compilation. The first section(chapter1)
of this thesis plan to explore the role of various factors in producing, with the help of
the new cultural history’s perspective.
The second section（chapter2,3,4）is through the analysis of records’s contents, to
discuss how to effect the representation for the regional society by knowledge,values,
private interests of produces.On the one hand， these literati accept the orthodox
Dynasty education, on the other hand,as local scholars, they have a deep
comprehension of the small tradition of the local society.Meanwhile,as members of
the family,to maintain the interests of the family are also the inevitable responsibilities.
How to through the complication of the local chronicles by the choice of records’s
contents, description to the historical events, real circumstances, to show the outside
the local image that the authors’e want to exhibit.It is not only reflect the author's
pursuit of value, but also protect the interests of the their family.
In particular, the second section is mainly about, in the compilation of local
records, how the produces show local image and individual will through the research
of the place names, draw for the map, the description of Confucian etiquette and local
customs, the local hero stories and local rebellions, from history, politics, culture, and
family interest.Besides, I will introduce the influence and cultural exchange after the
finish of the compilation of records briefly.
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